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(7.34) L
m=o
r(m+l-y....L)__
N(m+l)!(m+l)
r(N-a+(m+l )6)
r1l-a+(m+l )S)
-ms -mx
x e ,
which appears on the right )f (7.18), converges unifonnly
-for any x ~reater than a certain x '/erifying the inequality
-x
e <:x . Furthermore, one has
(7.35)
N-2N-l S-a+l X L
x {~(a,S,y;X)x e - A (x)
, s=o s
l
s
x
... const,
as x + + 00 , As(X) being defined by (7.17) and
(7.36 ) Nconst ~ /yl(N-l)(l+e) r(N-a+S)
r(l-a+S)
,
where N ~ 2 and e is any arbitrary positive number".
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows directly
from Lemma (7.28).
As a consequence, the results (7.35) and (7.36)
arise immediately from (7.18).
In virtue of the seri es of lemmas from (7.3) to
(7.7), the basic Theorem 7.2 is thus comp~tely proved.
8. SOME SPECIAL CASES.
a) "Asymptotic expansion of the incomplete r-function".
The expression (7.6) can be written as
( 8. l )
s +lA (x)=(-l) {(-y)
s
r(s-a+s+l)
r(-a+S+l)
+
+ (l-Y)(-Y)
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x
r ( S -a +a +l) e
s +l a2!2 r(-c<+2a ... l) x
+ .... } ,
where the relation
( 8 . 2 ) r(m+l-y)
r ( -y )
- (m -y ) (m - l -y) ... (2 -y ) ( l -y ) ( -y )
has been employed.
Putting y=l into (8.1) and using the symbol
we obtain
( a )
n
r(n+a)
r (a)
,
( 8. 3 ) sA (x) = (- l ) ( l -a +a) .
s s
Then Eq. (7.5) becomes
(8.4) 1/J(a,a,l;x) - r(a-a,x) '"
m
xC< -a - l e - x L (_ l )s
s=o
(l-c<+a)
s
---..; ,
5
X
which gives the well-known asymptotic expansion for
the incomplete r-function for fixed (a-a) and large x
[22J.
b) "Asymptotic expansion of the incomplete Debye
function".
Let us remember that for a=O and y=-l, the function
-1/J(a,a,y;x) reduces to the incomplete Debye function
D(a-Lx) as given by (6.8).
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In this case, from (7.6) one gets
( 8 . 5 ) A (x) = (_l)S+l
s
00
r(S-a+l) L
r(l-a) m=o
-mx
e
(m+l)S+l •
Recalling now the function[23]
(8 .6) ~(z,s,v) - L
m=o
m
z
s(m+v)
,
defined for Izl<l, v,oO,-1,-2, ... ,
right of (8.5) can be expressed by
Therefore (8.5) becomes
the seri es on the
-x~(e , s+l, l).
( 8. 7 ) A (x)
s
s+l -x
= (-l) (l-a) ~(e , s+l, l).
s
Taking account of (8.7), (7.5) specializes to
(8.8) O(a-l,x) '" a-lx -xe
00
sL (-l) (l-a)
S
s=o
-x~(e , s+l,l)
s
x
for fixed a and large values of x>O.
F i n a l l y, l e t u s po i n t o u t t ha t s i nc e (23] :
(8. 9 ) ~(z,s,v) - l
r ( s )
o
dt
s -l
t
l - z
-vt
e
-t
e
,
for Re v > 0, the relation (8.8) can also be written
as
(8.10) D(a-l,x)
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~~ (l-a) (
'" xa - l e - x I (-l) S _--=-S dt
S
s=o s!x
S -tt e
l
-(x+t) .
-e
9. SOME FUNCTIONAL RELATIONS.
It is easy to show that
(9 . l )
In fact, we have
( 9 . 2 )
The result (9.1) is thus achieved with the help of the
recurrence relation (4.5).
pu t t i n9 f = o< -l{ f ,Eo. (9. 2) t a k e 5 t he f o rm
( 9 .3)
which far r = l becames the well-knawn functianal relatian
far the incomplete r -functia'l\. :
